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Read Online A Singapore Love Story
As recognized, adventure as well as experience just about lesson, amusement, as capably as pact can be gotten by just checking out a books A Singapore Love Story also it is not directly done, you
could put up with even more roughly this life, on the order of the world.
We present you this proper as with ease as easy showing oﬀ to get those all. We give A Singapore Love Story and numerous books collections from ﬁctions to scientiﬁc research in any way. among them is
this A Singapore Love Story that can be your partner.

KEY=LOVE - DAYTON FITZPATRICK

A Singapore Love Story
Goody Books Listed as a national bestseller in Singapore for about half a year, A Singapore Love Story charts the tragic relationship of a couple trying to be together, ignoring the
harsh knocks of reality. Can they bend reality for love, or will reality bend their lives? Print Book Price: RM45.89 / SGD$17.90 / USD$14.29 Note: Just like the physical copy, the novel
starts with Chapter -5 followed by Chapter 1. Full Money-back Guarantee Your satisfaction is our priority. Don't like the story after purchasing it? Simply refund it from Google Play
Book with a click (if purchase is made within seven days), or email us. No questions asked.

Singapore Love Stories
Monsoon Books What does it mean to love and be loved in Singapore? Singapore Love Stories is a vibrant collection of seventeen stories that delves into the diverse love lives of
Singapore’s eclectic mix of inhabitants. From the HDB heartlander to the Sentosa millionaire, the privileged expatriate to the migrant worker, the accidental tourist to the reluctant
citizen, the characters in this anthology reveal an array of perspectives of love found in the island city-state. Leading Singaporean and Singapore-based writers explore the best and
worst of the human condition called love, including grief, duplicity and revenge, self-love, ﬁlial love, homesickness and tragic past relationships. Collectively, the stories in this
anthology reveal the many ways in which love can be both a salve and a wound in life. Featuring stories by Audrey Chin, Heather Higgins, Elaine Chiew, Damyanti Biswas, Jon
Gresham, Verena Tay, Shola Olowu-Asante, Clarissa N. Goenawan, Raelee Chapman, Wan Phing Lim, Kane Wheatley-Holder, Vanessa Deza Hangad, Jing-Jing Lee, Alice Clark-Platts,
Melanie Lee, Marion Kleinschmidt and S. Mickey Lin.

Low Kay Hwa Bestselling 2 in 1 Bundle (A Singapore Love Story & I Believe You)
Goody Books Two bestselling novels by Low Kay Hwa at a promotional price (print books originally at SGD$34.80 or RM87.00)! Promotion valid only until 29 Febrauary 2016, or after
10,000 bundles have been sold. A Singapore Love Story I Believe You Note: In A Singapore Love Story, just like the physical copy, the novel starts with Chapter -5 followed by
Chapter 1. Full Money-back Guarantee Your satisfaction is our priority. Don't like the story after purchasing it? Simply refund it from Google Play Book with a click (if purchase is
made within seven days), or email us. No questions asked.

The Shadow of a Shadow of a Dream
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Love Stories of Singapore
The Perfect Story
Goody Books What if you are the only person in the world who can remember dreams? What if all dreams are connected? What if someone is trying to manipulate what dreams you
have, so as to control your emotional well-being? Print Book Price: RM43.99 / SGD$16.90 / USD$13.49 Full Money-back Guarantee Your satisfaction is our priority. Don't like the story
after purchasing it? Simply refund it from Google Play Book with a click (if purchase is made within seven days), or email us. No questions asked.

Point B (a teleportation love story)
Drew Magary "It's a doozie. Set in a science ﬁctional universe where climate change is ﬁxed but people get killed via teleportation, a young woman named Anna Huﬀ has to navigate
her adolescence and a murder mystery. It has a little bit of all the genres you love in combinations you've never imagined, and it's easily the funniest thing we've read this year so
far." — GQ "Drew Magary's 'ﬁrst posthumous novel' is so good. It's about big tech, weird futures, growing up, and, intriguingly for us, the absurdity of on-demand global travel." —
Roads And Kingdoms When the corporate monolith PortSys brought porting to the masses, CEO Emilia Kirsch and her son Jason accomplished what every other startup company had
failed to deliver. They really did change the world. They reversed climate change. They created a multitrillion dollar industry out of thin air, curing economic woes across the globe.
They made it so that anyone could be anywhere simply by touching a screen… …including the man who murdered Sarah Huﬀ. Now Sarah’s 17-year-old sister, Anna, is determined to
hunt the bastard down. But there are a few problems. She doesn’t know who the killer is, or where in the world he may be at any given moment. Also, she’s stuck at prestigious
Druskin Academy, where PortPhones are banned and any student who attempts to port oﬀ campus is immediately expelled. It gets stickier. Anna’s also fallen in love with her
dazzling new roommate, who just so happens to be Emilia Kirsch’s daughter, Lara. The dean of students wants Anna dead, perhaps literally. And she has only two friends to conﬁde
in: one a reckless alcoholic and the other a bizarre fussbudget. Oh, and now she also needs to ﬁnd Lara, who has mysteriously disappeared from campus. From the author of The
Postmortal and The Hike comes his most deliriously entertaining novel yet. Point B is the story of one clever and occasionally determined young woman seeking both love and
vengeance, but hardly ready for those two missions to intersect. It takes you to Vietnam, Hollywood, Singapore, Tokyo, inland Mexico, Oxford, the Maldives, Cuba, the coast of
Northeast Australia, and ALL points beyond. You will ﬁnd yourself plunged into a borderless, chaotic, oddly miraculous world that is ruled by a single bloodless corporation, and by a
family determined to keep it that way. But PortSys never expected Anna Huﬀ, and Anna Huﬀ never expected love to make her this daring.

West from Singapore
Stories
Bantam He’s a two-ﬁsted American adventurer and veteran of a hundred waterfront brawls. He’s “Ponga Jim” Mayo, and he minds his own business and leaves international intrigue
to others. But, as master of his own tramp freighter, trouble seeks him out as he navigates the treacherous East Indian seas from Borneo to Singapore. Never one to back away from
danger, Jim straps on his colt automatic and takes the helm of the Semiramis, ready to battle pirates and spies, dope peddlers and gunrunners and whoever else dares to challenge
his command . . . and God help the man who crosses Jim Mayo.

The Rose of Singapore
Monsoon Books Pte Limited For young aircraftman Peter Saunders, Singapore in the early 1950s holds all the promise of the Orient: exotic surroundings, unusual customs, and
mesmerizing women. Peter soon meets and falls in love with a local Chinese girl but only later does he learn she is not all she seems. This historical romance blockbuster unfolds
amidst Communist insurgency in colonial Southeast Asia.
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In Search of a Love Story
Rachel Schurig Emily Donovan doesn’t have a romantic bone in her body. At least, that’s what her friends Ryan and Ashley keep telling her. They’re convinced her bad luck with men
is directly related to her life-long lack of interest in all things romantic. When Emily’s latest relationship crashes and burns, she decides to go along with her friends’ plans for a
romance research project. Sure, the idea that she’ll have better luck if she learns about the great romances of literature and ﬁlm seems a little silly, but Emily ﬁgures it can’t hurt.
In no time at all, Emily ﬁnds herself buried under a mountain of romance novels, chick ﬂicks, and sappy love songs, hopeful that her hard work will pay oﬀ with true love. When she
meets Greg, Ashley and Ryan are convinced she’s found prince charming—after all, he’s rich, handsome, and totally into Emily. What more could she want? And why does it seem
that her friend Elliot isn’t exactly happy for her? Faced with misunderstandings, miscommunications, and a seemingly endless string of missteps, she is nevertheless determined to
give true love a try. In doing so, Emily will eventually ﬁnd that true romance, the kind that lasts, has little to do with stereotypes or clichés, and everything to do with ﬁnding out
what’s in her own heart.

O Singapore! Stories in Celebration
Marshall Cavendish International Asia Pte Ltd From the playfully satirical pen of Catherine Lim comes the wild, weird and wacky world of O Singapore! This is modern-day Singapore
where the campaigns and directives of the unremittingly competent leadership come face to face with the undeniably human fads, foibles and follies of the local people. Using
uniquely Singaporean traits as focal points, Lim takes us through the dizzying whirl of these merry collisions with consummate wit and comic inventiveness. The Series This title is
being reissued under the new Marshall Cavendish Classics: Literary Fiction series, which seeks to introduce some of the best works of Singapore literature to a new generation of
readers. Some have been evergreen titles over the years, others have been unjustly neglected. Authors in the series include: Catherine Lim, Claire Tham, Colin Cheong, Michael
Chiang, Minfong Ho, Ovidia Yu and Philip Jeyaretnam.

It's Not Just My Only Love Story
Sankalp Publication It is a story that takes you into the life of a 12 years old young boy called Brijesh who always had certain awkwardness around girls to which he ﬁnally overcame
when on one ﬁne winter morning he met a girl around his age in the school bus. Soon, their friendship grew which later got converted into a ﬂawed love story. Though they survived
the early challenges of romantic relationships that one faces at that young age, but their hearts were still ﬁlled with doubts. Though she promised to be with him, she never called
after the completion of the schooling. But after years of separation, life gave them a second chance to reconnect. They again fell in love and believed that they are supposed to
together forever. This time they even had a well made plan for their future, but destiny had a diﬀerent plan for them. They both tried to hold on to their plans, but with time people
change and so as their plans. As the boy suﬀered from serious physical & mental health issues which also made their love miserable and eventually led to separation. After a decade
they both meet again at a relationship counseling program on his birthday from where the story took an unexpected turn. Will they both give themselves a third chance or are they
just happy to be remain unknown? Read the story to get all your questions answered.

Like a Love Story
HarperCollins Stonewall Honor Book * A Time Magazine Best YA Book of All Time "A book for warriors, divas, artists, queens, individuals, activists, trend setters, and anyone
searching for the courage to be themselves.”—Mackenzi Lee, New York Times bestselling author of The Gentleman’s Guide to Vice and Virtue It’s 1989 in New York City, and for
three teens, the world is changing. Reza is an Iranian boy who has just moved to the city with his mother to live with his stepfather and stepbrother. He’s terriﬁed that someone will
guess the truth he can barely acknowledge about himself. Reza knows he’s gay, but all he knows of gay life are the media’s images of men dying of AIDS. Judy is an aspiring fashion
designer who worships her uncle Stephen, a gay man with AIDS who devotes his time to activism as a member of ACT UP. Judy has never imagined ﬁnding romance...until she falls
for Reza and they start dating. Art is Judy’s best friend, their school’s only out and proud teen. He’ll never be who his conservative parents want him to be, so he rebels by
documenting the AIDS crisis through his photographs. As Reza and Art grow closer, Reza struggles to ﬁnd a way out of his deception that won’t break Judy’s heart—and destroy the
most meaningful friendship he’s ever known. This is a bighearted, sprawling epic about friendship and love and the revolutionary act of living life to the fullest in the face of
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impossible odds.

The Art of Writing a Story
Goody Books Want to learn how to create convincing characters? Want to understand the key elements of a story? Low Kay Hwa is a Singapore best-selling author, having published
eleven novels. His novels have reached the bestsellers lists in both bookstore chains and national newspaper, and also in several international e-vendors bestsellers lists like
Kobobooks and Google Play Books. Download this free e-book to learn more about how a best-selling author writes!

The Devil's Garden
Love and War in Singapore under the Japanese ﬂag
Monsoon Books In 1942 Japanese-occupied Singapore, where violence and starvation stalk the streets, a bizarre tranquillity reigns between warring nations in the Singapore Botanic
Gardens. This sensitive and humorous work of historical ﬁction explores a real, and complicated, chapter of Singapore's history in which British scientists avoided jail during WWII
and worked with their Japanese counterparts in the pursuit of science, only to be accused of collaboration following the War.

An Eastern Port and Other Stories
Attention: a Love Story
Pantheon Books "The author of In the Mind Fields now gives us a comprehensive journalistic exploration of our culture's ﬂagging ability to pay attention, infused with the personal
struggles and insights of a woman coming to terms with the demands and distractions of the information age. The average American checks their phone 150 times a day, but we
touch our phones about 2,617 times in those same hours. Casey Schwartz wants to understand this change in our lives that seemingly happened without our consent. From
attention disorders and medications, mindfulness, psychedelics and creativity, to a brief history of distraction itself, Schwartz acts as our sympathetic and qualiﬁed guide. Both
validating and galvanizing, Attention examines our lives ruled by distraction. Schwartz's personal attempt to revive her attention ("I'm in as deep as anyone, as splintered,
dependent, and distracted. I am jittery and incomplete without my phone") and preserve her authentic life will resonate with readers who also ﬁnd it very nearly impossible to avoid
the pixilated siren call of our screens"--

Our Lives to Live
Putting a Woman's Face to Change in Singapore
World Scientiﬁc Our Lives to Live: Putting a Woman's Face to Change in Singapore explores and documents how women's roles, choices, and voices in Singapore have changed in the
last 50 years; how women, from all sectors of society, have helped to shape the Singapore we know today. The 31 chapters, some with a more academic slant, others with a
distinctly personal tone, reﬂect the rich diversity and depth of women's contributions to Singapore's evolution in the last half century, and also point to the problematical areas that
still need attention. The perspectives in this book are provided by three generations of women, and they put a human face — the woman's face — to the tremendous changes in
Singapore society over the past 50 years. The authors include some of Singapore's most accomplished women in many diﬀerent ﬁelds — Speaker of Parliament Halimah Yacob,
political scientist and diplomat Chan Heng Chee, global women's activist Noeleen Heyzer, sociologist and politician Aline Wong, food ambassador Violet Oon, sports legend Pat Chan,
law lecturer and playwright Eleanor Wong, and novelist Meira Chand. Contents:Fifty Years of Change and Struggle for Equality (Aline Wong)Women and an Age-Friendly Singapore
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(Angelique Chan)A Home-schooling in Financial Fitness (Audrey Chin)Preparing Our Children for the Future (Carmee Lim)My Life to Live (Chan Heng Chee)My Choices (Choo Wai
Hong)Where Will Women Be in 50 Years? (Chye Shu Wen)The Coming Out of the Political Singaporean (Constance Singam)I'd Rather Be a Good Wife Than a Good Woman (Eleanor
Wong)Street Smarts and Social Enterprise (Elim Chew)Women in Labour (Evelyn S Wong)Nurturing Nature (Geh Min)Cooking for Their Country (Gretchen Liu)We Must Have Women
in Parliament (Halimah Yacob)Singapore Style (Jennifer Schoon)The Woeful Wombs of Singapore (Kanwaljit Soin and Margaret Thomas)The Gifted Who Discern and Say It for Us (Koh
Tai Ann)Violence Against Women — From Shadows to Sanctuaries (Kokila Annamalai)Mothering and Parenting: The Superwoman Myth (Lai Ah Eng)Women in the Singapore Economy
— The Inequalities Continue (Linda Y C Lim)Sing Women! (Madeleine Lee)Singapore's Women's Charter: Revolution or Evolution? (Malathi Das)Meetings with Remarkable Women —
The Making of Lim Mei Lan (Meira Chand)Beyond Diplomacy — Women Creating Change Through the United Nations (Noeleen Heyzer)The Power of Sport (Pat Chan)Women of Faith
and Advocacy (Phyllis Ghim-Lian Chew)The Women in My Life: Ages of Wisdom (Renyung Ho)Domestic Labour in Singapore — The Long Road (Siti Nadzirah Samsudin and Braema
Mathi)Childbearing in Singapore — Do We Have Real Choices? (Teo You Yenn)Two Sex Workers Speak (Vanessa Ho)A Woman's (Man's) Place is in the Kitchen (Violet Oon)Our
Journey, Our History — The Milestones in the Path of Women in Singapore Readership: Southeast Asian and Singaporean history students; members of the general public who are
interested in learning more about the trajectory of Singaporean women's struggles, contributions, and status over the past 50 years. Key Features:A vibrant and compelling
collection of perspectives — some provocative, some a touch irreverent, all thoughtful and relevant — by women about women and their role and contributions to
SingaporeAppealingly designed by well-known artist and illustrator, PK Cheng — with hand-drawn colour caricatures of each authorPart of the World Scientiﬁc Publishing 50 years of
Singapore collection celebrating Singapore's half-century of independenceKeywords:Women;Singapore;50 Years pf Independence in
Singapore;Ageing;Population;Fertility;Economy;Entrepreneurship;Labour Movement;Domestic Work;Civil Society;Women's Charter;Law;Sex Workers;Politics;International
Diplomacy;Education;Singapore Literature;Food;Fashion;Culture;Sports;Religion

The Whale: A Love Story
A Novel
Penguin A rich and captivating novel set amid the witty, high-spirited literary society of 1850s New England, oﬀering a new window on Herman Melville’s emotionally charged
relationship with Nathaniel Hawthorne and how it transformed his masterpiece, Moby-Dick In the summer of 1850, Herman Melville ﬁnds himself hounded by creditors and afraid his
writing career might be coming to an end—his last three novels have been commercial failures and the critics have turned against him. In despair, Melville takes his family for a
vacation to his cousin’s farm in the Berkshires, where he meets Nathaniel Hawthorne at a picnic—and his life turns upside down. The Whale chronicles the fervent love aﬀair that
grows out of that serendipitous afternoon. Already in debt, Melville recklessly borrows money to purchase a local farm in order to remain near Hawthorne, his newfound muse. The
two develop a deep connection marked by tensions and estrangements, and feelings both shared and suppressed. Melville dedicated Moby-Dick to Hawthorne, and Mark
Beauregard’s novel ﬁlls in the story behind that dedication with historical accuracy and exquisite emotional precision, reﬂecting his nuanced reading of the real letters and journals
of Melville, Hawthorne, Oliver Wendell Holmes, and others. An exuberant tale of longing and passion, The Whale captures not only a transformative relationship—long the subject of
speculation—between two of our most enduring authors, but also their exhilarating moment in history, when a community of high-spirited and ambitious writers was creating truly
American literature for the ﬁrst time.

The Other Side Of Paradise
An epic and moving love story under the shadow of war
Random House Fans of Katie Flynn, Rosamunde Pilcher and Dinah Jeﬀries will love this emotional and sweeping wartime romance set in Singapore from bestselling author Margaret
Mayhew. READERS ARE LOVING THE OTHER SIDE OF PARADISE! "Moving tale of bravery and human endurance...the sounds and smells and life of Singapore come alive in this welltold story" - 5 STARS "This is an amazing read" - 5 STARS "Left me craving more, loving the characters, totally absorbed in the detailed descriptions and ﬁnding myself
recommending her novels over a coﬀee with friends" - 5 STARS "Great read!" - 5 STARS "Really loved this book" - 5 STARS ********************************************** SHE ONLY
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LIVED FOR PLEASURE... ...until war forced her to ﬁnd courage she did not know she had, and love where she least expected it. 1941: Britain is in the grip of war; life in the Far East
is one of wealth and privilege. In Singapore Susan Roper enjoys dancing, clothes and fast cars, tennis and light ﬂirtations with visiting naval oﬃcers - her life is devoted solely to
pleasure and dismisses any warnings of danger. Singapore goes on partying, oblivious to the threat of invasion and believing the British ﬂag will, protect them from all enemies. But
when Japan invades, Susan ﬁnds herself in grave danger. She becomes an ambulance driver and is taken prisoner by the Japanese. Gradually and reluctantly she realises that she
will have to face many hardships and witness terrible events, forcing her to acknowledge the truth...But will this new world lead her to a love where she least expects it?

A Simple Love Story
Notion Press The ﬁrst symptom of true love in a man is timidity and in a young woman is boldness. It is the two sexes tending to each other… Victor Hugo, Les Miserables This is the
love story of Ruhi and Akash that blossoms in Chennai, a large metropolitan city in the south of India. In this time of increasing hate, mistrust and shallow and selﬁsh love, enjoy a
heartfelt story of true love between a sensitive girl and an inherently good-natured and a compassionate man and several challenges and obstacles they face. There is a realness
retained throughout the story that it feels like it can happen anywhere and anytime to anyone!

The Epigram Books Collection of Best New Singaporean Short Stories
Volume One
Epigram Books In recent years, Singaporean literature has begun experiencing a sea change, with the short story form enjoying a renaissance. As a result, an explosion of short
ﬁction with a Singaporean ﬂavour has been produced to incredible eﬀect, both by emerging and established writers. For the prose enthusiast, it is a very exciting time. The Epigram
Books Collection of Best New Singaporean Short Stories: Volume One curates the ﬁnest short ﬁction from Singaporean writers published in 2011 and 2012. This ground-breaking and
unique anthology showcases stories that examine various facets of the human condition and the truths that we tell ourselves in order to exist in the everyday. The styles are as
varied as the authors, and no two pieces are alike. Here are twenty unique and breathtaking literary insights into the Singaporean psyche, which examine what it means to live in
this particular part of the world in this particular time.

Encyclopedia of Post-Colonial Literatures in English
Routledge Post-Colonial Literatures in English, together with English Literature and American Literature, form one of the three major groupings of literature in English, and, as such,
are widely studied around the world. Their signiﬁcance derives from the richness and variety of experience which they reﬂect. In three volumes, this Encyclopedia documents the
history and development of this body of work and includes original research relating to the literatures of some 50 countries and territories. In more than 1,600 entries written by
more than 600 internationally recognized scholars, it explores the eﬀect of the colonial and post-colonial experience on literatures in English worldwide.

Love In Pai
A Singaporean's Superbiker's Love Story In Thaliand
eBookIt.com Leaving the rat race and life in the big city of Singapore behind, Kyo Kurosaki embarks on a 2,600 kilometre road trip that takes him into the stunning mountains of
rural northern Thailand, where he ﬁnds himself on a rollercoaster ride of life-changing love, loss and new beginnings with a beautiful woman.A true touching love story.
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Lion City
Epigram Books A man learns that all the animals at the Zoo are robots. A secret terminal in Changi Airport caters to the gods. A prince falls in love with a crocodile. A concubine is
lost in time. The island of Singapore disappears. These are the exquisitely strange tales of Lion City, the ﬁrst collection of short ﬁction by award-winning poet and playwright Ng YiSheng. Infused with myth, magical realism and contemporary sci-ﬁ, each of these tales invites the reader to see this city-state in a new and darkly fabulous light.

Matzo Balls and Cornbread
A Love Story
One Sunday morning we were having brunch with some friends at a restaurant overlooking the Paciﬁc Ocean. The discussion of favorite foods came up and someone asked our
three-year old daughter, Shavonne, what were her favorite foods. Without hesitation she looked up, smiled and said, "Matzo balls and cornbread." -TYREE (CORNBREAD) When
Shavonne said her favorite foods were matzo balls and cornbread, I immediately knew it would make a great title for a book or play. Later, when we decided to write this book, we
both agreed it would be the perfect title. If you think about it, it says everything about us. -LES (MATZO BALLS) * * * Matzo Balls and Cornbread is the recipe for a love story between
two people from diﬀerent backgrounds who made a life together: Les, a white Jewish man, and Tyree, an African-American woman. The story focuses on their family histories,
experiences growing up, careers, meeting, married life, and the wonders of parenthood. It is a story of adventure that takes them to Hong Kong, Singapore, Paris, Cape Town,
Jerusalem, Budapest, and Dublin. It is a story of their professional success, as they rise to levels they hadn't thought possible, including their experiences with historical events that
occurred in Los Angeles and the nation. And it is a story told with humor that expresses the joy they had while learning about and embracing each other's history and cultures, while
merging those diﬀerences into a life that celebrates both. But mostly, it is a love story.

Chineseness and the Cold War
Contested Cultures and Diaspora in Southeast Asia and Hong Kong
Routledge This book explores contested notions of "Chineseness" in Southeast Asia and Hong Kong during the Cold War, showing how competing ideas about "Chineseness" were an
important ideological factor at play in the region. After providing an overview of the scholarship on "Chineseness" and "diaspora", the book sheds light on speciﬁc case studies,
through the lens of the "Chinese cultural Cold War", from Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaya, Thailand, Indonesia and Vietnam. It provides detailed examples of competition for control
of deﬁnitions of "Chineseness" by political or politically oriented forces of diverse kinds, and shows how such competition was played out in bookstores, cinemas, music halls,
classrooms, and even sports clubs and places of worship across the region in the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s. The book also demonstrates how the legacies of these Cold War
contestations continue to inﬂuence debates about Chinese inﬂuence – and "Chineseness" – in Southeast Asia and the wider region today.

Harry and Meghan: A Love Story Coloring Book
Courier Dover Publications Their love captivated the world — now the royal romance will inspire your imagination! The engagement of dashing Prince Harry of Wales and beautiful
American actress Meghan Markle made headlines and their wedding in May of 2018 is sure to do the same. You can be part of the excitement with 30 beautiful and ready-to-color
illustrations that capture the magic of their heartwarming love aﬀair. Plus, the pages are perforated for easy removal and display.
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Not a Love Story
The Write Place The Beauty of love is that it can happen anywhere, anytime.Sometimes that's also its tragedy... Nikhil, a 29 year-old UK-returened proﬀessional has found the
perfect bride. The girl is young, beautifull, well-educated and independent. She is also willing to move with him to Dubai, where he'll be based after reciving a promotion. their
families are ecstatic about the arrangement and the wedding plans are going forward in full swing. What happens next? Nikhil does something that's shoking beyond belief.In less
than two weeks after his engagement, he decides that he wants to call it oﬀ with his ﬁancee. He has his reasons but theyare too scandalous, and nothing that he can reveal casually.
He is in a situation where he has to choose between his personal desires and moral obligations. What will Nikhil do when faced with the steepest precipice of his life?

Love
The Story about Who You Truly Are
A story about loving yourself.

Classic Singapore Horror Stories
Inspirations of a Nation
Tribute to 25 Singaporean South Asians
World Scientiﬁc This book pays tribute to 25 Singaporean South Asians who pioneered and excelled in their respective ﬁelds from 1950 to 2015. It is meant to be a 'quick take' on 25
Singaporean South Asian personalities, across a broad spectrum of professions and activities, who believed in the value and virtue of service to the community and gave the best of
themselves. They had a sense of mission in their professions, dedicated to what they were doing and fostered a sense of community and nation. Many of them laid foundations that
triggered the transformation of the island, including sportspeople whose records have stood the test of time. They were a people of their time whose work many may not know but
which we hope will inspire others. This book is timely, for those who want to get a snapshot appreciation of the contributions of Singaporean South Asians.
Contents:PrefaceAcknowledgmentThe Sound of Music (Alex Abisheganaden)The First NSMan (Lt-Col Albel Singh)In a Class of His Own (Velauthur Ambiavagar)Bringing the News
(Ananda Perera)Stamping his Mark (Bala Supramanion)Breaking the Mould (Balbir Kaur)Broadcast Guru (S Chandra Mohan)Shots Under Fire (Chellappah Canagaratnam)The Unionist
(Devan Nair)The National Bard (Edwin Thumboo)All for the Best (Eugene Wijeysingha)Feats of Glory (Glory Barnabas)Game for Life (George Suppiah)Pioneer Doctor (Dr James
Supramaniam)Going the Distance (K Jayamani)Labour Leader (G Kandasamy)Army Builder (Kirpa Ram Vij)Sports Aﬁcionado (SS Dhillon)Born to Run (Sergit Singh)The Silat Champion
(Sheik Ala'uddin)Physician First (Dr BR Sreenivasan)Nature's True Child (Subaraj Rajathurai)Dream Run (PC Suppiah)Dancing in the Ring (Syed Abdul Kadir)Runner-Philosopher (UK
Shyam) Readership: Schools & Educational Institutions; Libraries both local and overseas; Indian Diaspora; Business & Professional Groups; Government Bodies; Community Centres
and Indian Activities Groups. Key Features:Evokes emotional response to foster ownership of a nationIncludes personalities across a broad strata of societySeeks to add human
faces to memoryMotivates others to be inspired by these achievementsTriggers nostalgia and conversation and excite others to contribute to SMPDevelops heritage content by
oﬀering new informationServes to educate "make-up" communities on some of our pioneers
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That's My Love Story
Lulu Press, Inc That’s My Love Story is a thought-provoking novel about the blurred lines between love and lust, adventure and personal journey. This story is for anyone who needs
inspiration and motivation that there is another side to pain. After experiencing deep pain and failure in relationships with several women, Prem, the young man has decided to quit
life by jumping from a mountain cliﬀ. But it takes twenty-four hours, on foot, to reach the cliﬀ. Heartbroken and suicidal, he is yet riding high on the adventurous journey. On his
way, Prem meets the old man who lives at the top of it. This old man is wise, smart, and intelligent and very similar to a spiritual guru. Together they both set forth on a journey—a
journey of self-discovery, of immense discussion, and ... about love.

Anna K
A Love Story
Flatiron Books A national indie bestseller! Meet Anna K: every happy teenage girl is the same, while every unhappy teenage girl is miserable in her own special way... At seventeen,
Anna K is at the top of Manhattan and Greenwich society (even if she prefers the company of her horses and dogs); she has the perfect (if perfectly boring) boyfriend, Alexander W.;
and she has always made her Korean-American father proud (even if he can be a little controlling). Meanwhile, Anna's brother, Steven, and his girlfriend, Lolly, are trying to weather
an sexting scandal; Lolly’s little sister, Kimmie, is struggling to recalibrate to normal life after an injury derails her ice dancing career; and Steven’s best friend, Dustin, is madly
(and one-sidedly) in love with Kimmie. As her friends struggle with the pitfalls of ordinary teenage life, Anna always seems to be able to sail gracefully above it all. That is...until the
night she meets Alexia “Count” Vronsky at Grand Central. A notorious playboy who has bounced around boarding schools and who lives for his own pleasure, Alexia is everything
Anna is not. But he has never been in love until he meets Anna, and maybe she hasn’t, either. As Alexia and Anna are pulled irresistibly together, she has to decide how much of her
life she is willing to let go for the chance to be with him. And when a shocking revelation threatens to shatter their relationship, she is forced to question if she has ever known
herself at all. Dazzlingly opulent and emotionally riveting, Anna K: A Love Story is a brilliant reimagining of Leo Tolstoy's timeless love story, Anna Karenina—but above all, it is a
novel about the dizzying, glorious, heart-stopping experience of ﬁrst love and ﬁrst heartbreak.

Paris: A Love Story
Simon and Schuster Recounts how the author's marriages to Peter Jennings and the late Richard Holbrooke were shaped by the beauty and allure of Paris, where she found love and
healing against a backdrop of historical events.

The Red Thread
A Chinese Tale of Love and Fate in 1830s Singapore
Monsoon Books Set against the backdrop of 1830s Singapore where piracy, crime, triads, and tigers are commonplace, this historical romance follows the struggle of two lovers:
Zhen, a Chinese coolie and triad member, and Charlotte, an 18-year-old Scots woman and sister of Singapore's Head of Police. Two cultures bound together by the invisible threads
of fate yet separated by cultural diversity.
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Love Story, With Murders
A Novel
Delacorte Press Harry Bingham’s Talking to the Dead introduced readers to one of the most compelling new heroines in crime ﬁction, Detective Constable Fiona Griﬃths, earning
comparisons to Stieg Larsson’s Lisbeth Salander. Now D.C. Griﬃths returns to investigate a series of gruesome murders—and their connection to her own shadowy past. D.C. Fiona
Griﬃths is facing the prospect of a dull weekend when the call comes in, something about illegal dumping in a Cardiﬀ suburb. But when she arrives on the scene she ﬁnds, in a
garage freezer, a severed human leg, complete with a pink suede high-heeled shoe. South Wales police are able to ID the body part as that of a young woman who went missing ﬁve
years earlier; a young woman who once made a living as an exotic dancer. All at once, Fiona’s job as a detective and her role as a loving daughter collide: Fiona’s father owns a
Cardiﬀ strip club and was once deeply involved in the local crime scene. Still in recovery from a devastating psychotic breakdown, Fiona is wary of exploring a path that might end at
her father’s door . . . yet her obsessive approach to criminal investigation leaves her no other option. But Fiona’s specialty is not the living, it is the dead. And as she is just starting
to get into the murdered girl’s head, a severed hand is found—and this one is male. Soon, police are swamped with an increasing number of body parts found in and around
suburban gardens, sheds, and garages. Media attention is intense, and investigators are working from a list of hundreds of persons of interest. When the department identiﬁes the
second victim, Fiona struggles to connect him with the dead stripper. What do the victims have in common? And why this macabre method of disposing the corpses? The answers
may be more than Fiona can handle. Because in order to solve the riddle of these hideous murders, D.C. Fiona Griﬃths will have to delve into the mysteries of her past—and hope
she comes out intact . . . and alive. Praise for Love Story, with Murders “A most intriguing, if peculiar, detective . . . Although his volatile protagonist certainly dominates the ﬁrstperson narrative, [Harry] Bingham doesn’t stint on plot (very complicated), procedures (very detailed) or action (very brutal). . . . Satisfying.”—Marilyn Stasio, The New York Times
Book Review “Love Story, with Murders is a dark delight, and I look forward to Fiona’s future struggles with criminals, her demons and the mysteries of her past.”—The Washington
Post “Bingham’s superb second police procedural featuring Det. Constable Fiona Griﬃths delivers an even more intense plot and richer character study than his ﬁrst. . . . Fiona’s
past mental problems and her unconventional personality make her a distinctive lead.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) “Some of the most memorably staccato narration in the
genre . . . [Bingham’s] remote, unquenchable heroine makes her stand apart from every one of her procedural brothers and sisters.”—Kirkus Reviews “Compelling . . . [Love Story,
with Murders] amply proves the freshness and ﬂair that [Bingham] has brought to the police procedural. . . . Surprisingly delicate, it weaves a sinuous, seductive spell and conﬁrms
we have a new crime talent to treasure.”—Daily Mail (UK) “Love Story, with Murders boasts what must be the most startling protagonist in modern crime ﬁction.”—The Sunday
Times (London) From the Hardcover edition.

Singapore Noir
Akashic Books The dark side of The Lion City is explored in a thrilling anthology that gives “plenty of new and unfamiliar voices a chance to shine” (San Francisco Book Review). The
island city-state of Singapore harbors unique customs and traditions largely unknown to the West. A booming economy and embrace of conformity overshadow its gambling dens,
red-light districts, and a collective passion for ghostly and gory tales. Now, in Singapore Noir, some of its best contemporary authors delve into its seedy side, including three
winners of the Singapore Literature Prize: Simon Tay (writing as Donald Tee Quee Ho), Colin Cheong, and Suchen Christine Lim, whose contribution was named a ﬁnalist for the
Private Eye Writers of America Shamus Award for Best P.I. Short Story. Eleven more tales showcase the talents of Colin Goh, Philip Jeyaretnam, Cheryl Lu-Lien Tan, Monica Bhide,
S.J. Rozan, Lawrence Osborne, Ovidia Yu, Damon Chua, Johann S. Lee, Dave Chua, and Nury Vittachi. “Singapore, with its great wealth and great poverty existing amid ethnic,
linguistic, and cultural tensions, oﬀers fertile ground for bleak ﬁction . . . Tan has assembled a strong lineup of Singapore natives and knowledgeable visitors for this volume
exploring the dark side of a fascinating country.” —Publishers Weekly
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The Epigram Books Collection of Best New Singaporean Short Stories
Volume Four
Epigram Books The best short ﬁction published by Singaporean writers in 2017 and 2018. The Epigram Books Collection of Best New Singaporean Short Stories: Volume Four gathers
the ﬁnest Singaporean stories published in 2017 and 2018, selected by guest editor Pooja Nansi from hundreds published in journals, magazines, anthologies and single-author
collections. Accompanying the stories are the editor’s preface and an extensive list of honourable mentions for further reading. Reader Reviews "The stories range from intimate
family portraits to speculative science ﬁction, but every piece speaks to universal experiences of love, loss, desire, and disappointment ... If you've either never read Singaporean
literature, this would be a good place to start. If Crazy Rich Asians was the last thing you read by a local author, even better." — Wonderwall.sg

This Is Not A Love Story
Hilarious and heartwarming: the only book you need to read in 2022!
Hachette UK Maggie Gardiner isn't good enough. She had six glasses of wine at a work conference, woke up covered in curry and has accidentally ended up living with the boring
guy who was supposed to be a one night stand. Something has to change. Every other twenty-something on Instagram seems to have their sh*t together, so why doesn't she? And
so she makes a list. When she's ticked oﬀ every item, she'll become Maggie 2.0 - the best version of herself, and the one she wants to be. Won't she...? 1. Go vegan. It worked for
that girl on Twitter. 2. Take up yoga - that woman she hate-follows swears by it 3. Start practising mindfulness - all those people can't be wrong... 4. Quit smoking. It's not 1999.
This Is Not A Love Story is a book for anyone who's ever wished they were perfect. It's a book for anyone who feels like a failure. And it's not a love story, it's a real story. And it's
hilarious. Perfect for fans of Holly Bourne and Mhairi McFarlane.

Low Kay Hwa Box Set Collection (10 books in 1)
Goody Books All ten bestselling novels (print books originally at SGD$174.00 or RM435.00 by Low Kay Hwa, comprising these titles: I Believe You Journey A Photogenic Life To Forget
You Lilith The Perfect Story For That Day A Singapore Love Story I Today or Tomorrow Full Money-back Guarantee Your satisfaction is our priority. Don't like the story after
purchasing it? Simply refund it from Google Play Book with a click (if purchase is made within seven days), or email us. No questions asked.
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